
From: Bev Boss   

Date: November 18, 2018 at 7:15:50 PM EST 

To: <csaunder@london.ca> 

Subject: North Centre 

Im writing in response to Nov 12, PEC meeting.  

 

It is with extreme concern and disappointment that the vote on Monday went in favour of Tri 

car.   

I am also extremely disturbed by the responses of the counsellors who said this was the most 

work done in any application from the planning Committee to date. "Does that not tell you there 

is a definite problem when area residents are that concerned and willing to go the distance on an 

issue that is so meaningful?"  

This also tells me we didn't stand a chance. We were not listened to.  

Those who voted in favour had their minds made up from the start.  

We stressed over and over that the only concern , height, was minimally addressed. Among 

others, Leaving density/massing, green space and Traffic not even looked at. When it was your 

directive to Tri car to address these concerns.  How does this translate to "no compelling 

reason  to object the application," stated by the Major? 

I urge council before voting to Listen to what Maureen Cassidy had to say that night." Is it even 

LEGAL to vote against the current plan in place?" According to Maureen it is your obligation to 

use the plan that is in effect today, the 1989 Official Plan  not The London Plan of the future. 

The current Official Plan states , "must protect the character of the neighbourhood." This 

application by Tri car does not do this. 

Shame on counsellor Hellmer for his comment that this final application was worse than the 

original. Is it not your job as councillors to protect against this?? Did this not indicate to you that 

Tri car totally and blatantly disregarded  your directives? 

I am still trying to process how this application was passed when so so many issues were not 

addressed.  

I would like to thank Maureen Cassidy for her help in fighting this issue with us, and those  who 

voted against this application.  You truly represent what the people of London need. We did feel 

heard by both of you. I plead with the remaining councillors to carefully listen to her before 

making their decision.  

Extremely disappointed by this process of democracy and lack comprise in this application. 

Bev Boss 

145 North Centre.  

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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